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Issue #1:  PKPD-ADMET

� In vitro experiments are static with respect to target and compound 
under investigation

� In vivo experiments are dynamic, with time-dependent impacts on 
compound concentration, distribution, and target disposition

� You can�t just take an in vitro active compound (regardless of potency) and say 
�I�m going to test this in animals�.

� How can you know if the target is reached at an appropriate concentration for a 
sufficient length of time to mediate its intended effects?

� Selected aspects of PK, PD and ADMET must be considered in the 
strategic design of in vivo experiments

� Biomarkers are required for performing PD analyses.

� All human clinical studies are in vivo experiments!



Pharmacokinetics-Pharmacodynamics
PKPD
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� PK: relationship between dose of a 

drug and changing concentrations 

of drug in body or tissue

� PD: relationship between drug 

concentration at the site of action 

and the effect that is elicited

�Pharmacokinetics is what the body does 

to the drug.  Pharmacodynamics is what 

the drug does to the body�
Lewis B. Sheiner, 1981



ADMET

� Absorption = Bioavailability
� Solubility, metabolism/stability in exposure routing

� Distribution
� Permeation across barriers (e.g., intestine, hepatic, brain penetration)

� Does the compound reach its target at doses consistent with in vitro activity, and 
does it stay there long enough at appropriate levels to mediate its effect?

� Metabolism
� Metabolic enzyme and transporter exposure (e.g. Cyp450�s, P-glycoprotein)

� Identification of inactive and active metabolites that impact on compound effects

� Opportunity:  Active metabolites can open new structural series for investigation!

� Excretion
� Compound and metabolites accumulate if not excreted

� Toxicity
� Mechanism vs. structure-based, compound and metabolites, all tissues

� Together:  Describes disposition of compound in vivo.  

The animal is not a test tube.



Issue #2:  Limitations of Translational Models

� The poor predictive power of CNS animal models for efficacy of 

candidate therapeutics in humans has been recognized as one major 

reason for the high attrition rate of CNS drugs in the clinic 

� We have limited, but growing knowledge of pathogenesis in neurological 

and psychiatric disease

� We have developed animal models for behavioral and pathological 

aspects of these diseases

� We test exploratory compounds and candidate drugs in these models

� BUT, we have not aligned the models with the stages of the human 

disease that are investigated in clinical trials



Is current preclinical research translational?Is current preclinical research translational?
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� Abundant new knowledge has accumulated over recent 
years.  Are we incorporating these developments into 
our translational strategies effectively?

� What have we actually been testing in preclinical animal 
studies?  Do our translational models inform only 
prevention trials?

� Is there a preconceived bias in how we use our models 
that actually disconnects them from effective translation 
to clinical studies of patients enrolled in trials?

� How can we refine our models to make them more 
informative in clinical applications?

� How must clinical trials be modified if existing 
translational models are to be informative?



Example:Example:

Natural progression of cognitive markers in ADNatural progression of cognitive markers in AD

1. Memory test changes

2. Rapid maximal impairment useful 
for MCI diagnosis

3. Limited usefulness for tracking 
disease progression

4. Verbal comprehension changes 
start later, limited diagnostic use

5. More sensitive at dementia stage



� Amyloid markers (CSF, PET) 
detected early, but plateau by MCI

� Functional & metabolic markers 
(fMRI, 18FDG-PET) abnormal by 
MCI and progress into dementia 
stages

� Structural changes (sMRI) follow 
temporal pattern of clinical 
disease,  brain atrophy and tau 
pathology

AD: Natural progression of pathological markersAD: Natural progression of pathological markers



Strategic Impacts?Strategic Impacts?

e.g., Anti-amyloid therapies will 
likely work (best) pre-
symptomatically.  Administration 
following onset of dementia is 
likely too late.

Keys: 

�Identification of patients at risk in 
prodromal stages

�Understanding where existing 
translational models are relevant

�Alignment of preclinical studies 
with corresponding stages of 
disease progression



So what do we need to do?

� Capitalize on the growing knowledge 

of pathogenesis in human disease

� Develop the technical capabilities to 

enable translational studies between 

animal models and human disease

� Ensure that the new knowledge from 

the preclinical animal models are 

applied at the appropriate stages in 

human clinical studies, and vice versa
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Examples:  CSF Biomarkers in Human SubjectsExamples:  CSF Biomarkers in Human Subjects

� We are not applying this sort of 
knowledge to our preclinical 
models effectively.  Good reasons, 
but still a gap.



Examples:  ImageExamples:  Image--Based BiomarkersBased Biomarkers

There is growing recognition that neurological and psychiatric diseases
are disorders of neural networks, not merely single molecular entities. 



� Early days:  We are now beginning to apply these sorts of 
approaches in models.  Efforts need to be expanded.

ImageImage--Based Biomarkers in Based Biomarkers in 

preclinical animal models?preclinical animal models?



Potential: Optogenetics Potential: Optogenetics 
Applications for Preclinical Studies of Neural NetworksApplications for Preclinical Studies of Neural Networks

� Burgeoning technology enabling networks to be selectively investigated 
longitudinally in non-anesthetized animals by turning neurons on or off in 
response to diverse colors of light. 

� Enables interrogation of neuronal connections and networks 

� Viral-mediated transduction extends capabilities to primates.



Optogenetics Optogenetics -- Examples:Examples:

Methodological DevelopmentsMethodological Developments



Examples:Examples:

Optogenetics in Neurological DiseaseOptogenetics in Neurological Disease



Examples:Examples:

Optogenetics in Psychiatric DiseaseOptogenetics in Psychiatric Disease



Optogenetics: Methodological Developments Optogenetics: Methodological Developments 

& Applications in CNS Disease& Applications in CNS Disease

Psychiatric Disease

� Depression

� Anxiety

� Schizophrenia

� Addiction

Neurological Disease

� Parkinson�s disease

� Notable exception:  

� Alzheimer’s disease



How do we align preclinical studies in 
animal models with human disease?

� Focus:  Animal model studies
� Better development of imaging/fluid biomarkers

� Neural network understanding

� Push the models to points that correspond to later phases of 

clinical disease and more authentic endpoint measures than 

merely single molecular targets, using these measures as markers

and surrogates

� Focus:  Human studies
� Better understanding and identification of prodromal/pre-

symptomatic disease

� Optimal:  development of preventative therapeutic studies



But, But, ““We have a problem, HoustonWe have a problem, Houston””::

Preclinical Animal Model ValidationPreclinical Animal Model Validation

� Animal models of disease have not been properly 
characterized prior to their utilization in drug development

� Poor validation with respect to disease �pharmacodynamic models at best

� People are heterogeneous, requiring prospective power calculations to establish 

clinical outcomes

� But �disease progression�in animal models is far from homogeneous. Many 

inbred models have huge variability in pathology and some >150 day variability in 

survival. 

� Major issues of publication bias.  Reporting �representative�positive results 

misleads translation to clinical studies.



Preclinical Animal Model ValidationPreclinical Animal Model Validation

� Paradigm Shift in use of animal models is required

� The "community" needs to be held to the same rigorous standards for 

preclinical therapeutic studies that are implemented in clinical trials

� Assay variability must be established, % change to criterion quantified, 

and numbers of animals calculated to deliver informative results

� Must be prospectively powered and blinded.  Suggestion has been made 

to require similar standards for pre-clinical therapeutic studies as for 

clinical  trials, as criteria for funding and publication:  

�preclinicaltrials.gov�

� Reference:  Shineman et al. (2011)  Accelerating drug discovery for Alzheimer’s disease: best 
practices for preclinical animal studies, Alzheimer’s Research & Therapy 3:28.



Issue #3: Is single target-drug still a viable strategy?

� Emerging field of study: Quantitative and Systems Pharmacology

� Goal: To understand, in a precise, predictive manner, how drugs modulate 

cellular networks to impact on human pathophysiology

� Spans biochemical, genetic, animal and clinical approaches

� Moves beyond single drug/target interactions to a quantitative understanding of 

drug action across all levels �PKPD and TK at a system-wide level

� TK & PK can have very different temporal vectors in various organs exposed to a drug

� Exposures and outcomes vary among target organs, genotypes, lifestyles, etc.



An approach to 
translational medicine 
that combines 

computational and 
experimental methods to 
elucidate, validate and 
apply pharmacological 

concepts to the 
development and use of 
small molecule and 
biologic drugs

Quantitative and Systems Pharmacology

Highly recommended reading – NIH White Paper by the QSP Workshop Group – October 2011:

http://www.nigms.nih.gov/NR/rdonlyres/8ECB1F7C-BE3B-431F-89E6-A43411811AB1/0/SystemsPharmaWPSorger2011.pdf



1. Characterize quantitatively and precisely the biochemistry of targets & pathways

2. Investigate the origins of variability in drug response

3. Exploit diverse clinical and �omic�data to create pharmacodynamic biomarkers

4. Develop better animal and tissue models for pre-clinical pharmacology

5. Reconnect tissue physiology and pharmacology with chemistry

6. Develop and support broad-platform collaborative information exchanges

7. Develop new multi-scale computational models of pharmacological mechanisms

8. Develop approaches to �failure analysis�

Quantitative approaches of data generation, integration and analysis

QSP White Paper Recommendations



QSP

� Will require elaboration of predictive biomarkers that assay 

directly the effects of drugs in cells, tissues, preclinical models 

and patients in order to understand the outcomes of disrupting 

system homeostasis.  No drug acts in isolation at only a 
single target.

� Ultimate outcomes if implemented:

� Will accelerate drug discovery & development by identifying druggable 

networks, and reduce efforts on networks that are not druggable

� Will facilitate the design of better drugs & drug combinations

� Will facilitate the identification of patients most likely to respond to new 

therapeutic agents & combinations



To take home:

� In animals, easier to establish dosing, PKPD/ADMET/TK/QSP studies �
this should be the challenge in appropriately staged models once we 
accept how the models fit within the disease continuum, in order to inform 
clinical trials with defined enrollment criteria = translation

� Then comes the challenge of moving from controlled trials into population-
based clinical treatments of patients with co-morbidities

� Complex, expensive, time-consuming, challenging �

� … but less so than ongoing clinical trial failures

� Recommendation:  Embrace the challenges rather than �business as 
usual�in order to achieve success in developing effective therapeutics

� Will require cross-sector collaborations with incentivization barriers 
removed



Backups



Potential: Optogenetics Potential: Optogenetics 
Applications for Preclinical Studies of Neural NetworksApplications for Preclinical Studies of Neural Networks

� Channelrhodopsin and halorhodopsin are capable of 
turning neurons on or off in response to diverse colors 
of light.  

� Selective expression of Cre recombinase in defined cell 
types affords transgenic models for optogenetic control.  
Illuminating axons far from opsin-transduced cell bodies 
enables projection-based control of cells, elucidating 
neuronal network connections.


